
About Sen's Gesturism 
Gesturism: To arrive at Gesturism, Sen immersed himself in Modern art schools from 
Impressionism to Expressionism, Cubism, Dadaism, Surrealism, Abstract to Pop art, Minimalism to 
Neo-Expressionism. That long, deep soak into various significant art ideologies helped him find his 
place. As gestures begin at birth and continue until the last breath, Sen says this living sensation 
enters his brush, canvas and mind. Gesturism art goes beyond the painted canvas, bringing ideas 
with the shock of difference. Gesturism for Sen is the feeling of human breath. 

Gesturism is the artistic revolt against digital virtual art done through computer software. Digi-tech 
has given birth to software where using standard skill you can manipulate images, do photo-
shopping with endless un-do’s,  work  in  stages  to  produce well-finished photo-real art in multiple 
lookalike copies. In computer art you cannot feel through touch. Gesturism is a way out of this digi-
tech  art.  The  physical  medium  of  fine  art  stirs  up  the  artist’s  feelings  and  emotions  that  are  real,  
unique and authentic.  

Gesturism overcomes our indispensable slavery to  
digital  technology’s  virtual  unreality  especially in art.  
Gesturism is irregular deliberate strokes signifying 
Unprompted, Vibrant breathing, Dynamic, Unique 
ideology, Endless purity, Psychedelic waves, Shock  
of difference, Fearless. Gesturism can be expressed 
through different media, in a canvas with colors, or  
pencil drawings, sculpture, installation art, product 
design, cinema, literature or any other artistic medium 
where the creator's singularity and passion will always 
 be present. 

A hundred years ago: A few European artists, writers, 
intellectuals disgusted with World War I escaped to the 
non-war zone of Zurich, Switzerland, and created an 
 anti-war, anti-art, anti-rich philosophy called Dada from 
1916. Dada has no meaning, it's like baby talk, 
da...da...da...da. This movement was intended to offend, 
but when people were beginning to consider it a new art 
form, Dada dissolved itself in early 1920s. Dadaism 
highly influenced the birth of Surrealism and other art 
forms revolting against staid society.  

In contemporary times: Artistic revolt now can only be against the unreal virtual world of art where 
everything  appears  the  same.  That’s  coming  from digital technology which is embedded snugly in 
our body, our life, our society. Digi-tech is undoubtedly a great invention for mankind; it takes care 
of our basic needs, bridging the poor and rich divide. We can't do without digi-tech in our day to day 
social, education, economic and political life. At the same time, digi-tech is that leech-like enemy 
invading us now in art forms. Hence, Gesturism.  

The  Gesturism  style  emanated  from  the  symbols  and  psychedelic  waves  that  gesticulate  Sen’s  
passion and perceptions. His expressions of Gesturism consider both human involvement and 
human frailty in the face of living in a complex, global environment where speed and information 
overflow  meet  us  every  day.  Gesturism  is  Sen’s  art  expressing  his  French  inspiration with his 
Indian colour palette. 
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